RESOURCES ON MATHEMATICAL SUCCESS IN THE FIRST YEAR


PLACEMENT


DEVELOPMENTAL


Hoyt, J. E., Sorensen, C. T., "Promoting Academic Standards? The Link Between Remedial Education in College and Student Preparation in High School," <www.uvu.edu/ir/pdfs/research/hsfinal.pdf>


Panitz, T., "Sabbatical Report", unpublished manuscript, 180 pages, pdf available from Sterba-Boatwright. (Documents Math Developmental practices at a large number of Community Colleges; has a useful list of what's being tried at various schools)

73-80.

CLASSROOM STRATEGIES


REPORTS ON OTHER PROGRAMS


Isam, M., "First Year Math at ASU (Arizona State University)", pers. comm., available from Giraldo or Sterba-Boatwright.

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Committee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics (CUPM), a committee of the Mathematical Association of America, see <http://www.maa.org/cupm/>


Curriculum Reform and the First Two Years (CRAFTY), a subcommittee of the CUPM, see <http://www.maa.org/cupm/crafty/about.htm>; also <http://www.maa.org/cupm/crafty/summary_reports.html> for reports linking mathematical curricula with other disciplines; also "College Algebra Guidelines", pdf report, available from Giraldo or Sterba-Boatwright.

National Center for Developmental Education, see <http://www.ncde.appstate.edu/>